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Abstract

In 2013, the term disaster neurology was introduced to describe a new practice opportunity for neurologists interested in providing needed, nonsurgical neurologic care in regions affected by natural or human-influenced disasters. Although previously presented as an option for interested neurologists, the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic has made it clear that every neurologist should be prepared to take on the unique challenges of disaster neurology. Examining the role of neurologists on the frontlines of the COVID-19 pandemic response represents an opportunity to review and apply key features of disaster neurology, including recognizing the categories of neurologic cases expected to be seen during a disaster, adapting inpatient and outpatient workflows, and accommodating the needs of vulnerable populations. Relating principles of disaster neurology to the response of neurologists to the current pandemic informs best practices for neurologic care as COVID-19 cases continue to surge throughout the United States and abroad.

A medical disaster occurs when the number of cases caused by a hazard exceeds the local response capacity of a region, leading to a negative effect on health, life, property, or the environment. Typically, the medical needs of a region affected by a disaster are complex, requiring a multidisciplinary team. Disasters in the past decade that have benefited from the involvement of neurologists include natural disasters, such as the 2010 Haiti earthquake and 2011 Japanese earthquake and tsunami, and military conflicts, such as the ongoing Syrian Civil War.

The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic caused by severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) has overwhelmed many local healthcare systems and has necessitated a widespread call to action among neurologists, who have been tasked to identify and manage neurologic manifestations of the disease and transform their clinical practices in unprecedented ways. COVID-19 cases continue to increase in multiple regions, notably across the United States, Europe, and South America. Here, we highlight the key principles of disaster neurology for practicing neurologists to consider in responding to the COVID-19 pandemic. Specifically, we focus on the categories of neurologic cases expected, ways to adapt workflow, and considerations for disadvantaged populations.

Categories of Neurologic Cases

The types of neurologic cases seen during a disaster are divided into 3 categories: cases caused by the disaster, cases caused indirectly or exacerbated by the disaster, and those reflecting background neurologic disease in the community.
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Neurologic Cases Caused by the Pandemic

Neurologic cases caused by the pandemic are represented by direct neurologic manifestations of SARS-CoV-2 or its sequelae. Multiple central and peripheral nervous system presentations of COVID-19 have previously been reported.\(^5\) Given that COVID-19 may lead to a prothrombotic state, stroke is of particular concern and has been documented as the first symptom of COVID-19 in young patients.\(^6,7\) In addition, past viral epidemics including H1N1 and SARS-CoV-1 have shown that delayed neurologic sequelae may arise acutely or weeks to months after infection. Incidences of seizures, narcolepsy, encephalitis, and neuromuscular and demyelinating processes such as Guillain-Barre syndrome were well reported.\(^8\)–\(^11\) The extent to which these conditions develop post-COVID-19 infection remains unknown. Over the course of the pandemic, new guidelines and articles describing neurologic manifestations of SARS-CoV-2 have been published frequently. We recommend that neurologists keep up with the rapidly developing literature and adjust their practice accordingly.

Neurologic Cases Indirectly Caused or Exacerbated by the Pandemic

Neurologists should consider what influence the overarching pandemic may have on preexisting neurologic conditions. Factors such as psychological stress, unemployment, and limited access to doctors or medication may lead to exacerbation of underlying conditions, as was seen with the previous SARS outbreak.\(^12\) After the 2011 Japan earthquake and tsunami, an increase in the number of patients presenting with seizures was observed.\(^13\) The COVID-19 crisis may preferentially victimize patients with stress-prone neurologic conditions, such as epilepsy, multiple sclerosis, and migraine. After the 2010 Haiti earthquake, disruption of infrastructure and overcrowding of families increased risk for communicable diseases. Quarantine and social distancing measures may pose similar risks for contraction of COVID-19, particularly in low-income communities.\(^14\) Quarantine measures may shift the types of neurologic trauma seen by neurologists. Trauma from motor vehicle accidents may decrease, whereas social isolation, economic hardship, and increased alcohol consumption may increase the incidence of domestic violence and child abuse with increased potential for nonaccidental trauma.\(^15\)

Financial stress caused by business closures or unemployment may present a significant barrier for acquiring medication, leading to inadequate management of chronic neurologic conditions. The unemployment rate in the United States reached levels not seen since the Great Depression, peaking at over 14% in May 2020.\(^16\) It is conceivable that lost wages or loss of health insurance may force low-income families to choose between food and medication. Nonadherence to anticonvulsants can have devastating consequences, including death. Likewise, suboptimal management of hypertension, diabetes mellitus, and other stroke risk factors may increase patient susceptibility to stroke.

It is worth noting that specific medications administered during the COVID-19 pandemic may contribute to exacerbation of underlying neurologic disease. Hydroxychloroquine and azithromycin are not recommended in patients with myasthenia gravis because this may enhance neuromuscular blockade and provoke myasthenic crisis. In addition, numerous publications have made clear that hydroxychloroquine may harm patients with COVID-19. Established guidelines on the use of triptans in patients with prothrombotic state should be followed.

Finally, precautions must be taken for patients on immunosuppressant therapy. Although consensus guidelines are pending, for neuroimmunologic diseases such as multiple sclerosis requiring disease-modifying immunotherapy, treatment initiation, continuation, and optimization should be continued.\(^17\) Furthermore, for acute neuroimmunologic emergencies, corticosteroid therapy, plasma exchange, and intravenous immunotherapy is recommended. Neurologists should balance the severity of neuroimmunologic illness with COVID-19 related risk factors when making decisions regarding discontinuation of therapy. When possible, patients with conditions requiring periodic intravenous infusions should receive infusions at home. For those who must travel for treatment, measures should be taken to limit unnecessary contacts.

Background Neurologic Disease in the Community

Continued provision of neurologic care is required for existing and newly diagnosed cases of epilepsy, Alzheimer disease, Parkinson disease, multiple sclerosis, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, and other conditions typically managed in the outpatient setting. Regarding stroke, social factors tied to the pandemic, such as social distancing and public fear, may make detection and timely treatment challenging. Furthermore, patients with less severe symptoms may be less motivated to seek care because of employment concerns, loss of insurance, or fear of contracting the virus. In the aftermath of the COVID-19 surge, hospital presentation for stroke-like symptoms decreased, without differences in stroke severity or early outcomes.\(^18\)–\(^20\) Neurologists should reinforce to the public the continued importance of timely neurologic care in the event of stroke warning signs.

Adapting Inpatient Workflow

Engaging in neurologic practice during a disaster requires adapting traditional workflow. Adaptations have centered on need to preserve resources and reduce risk of viral transmission to patients and healthcare workers. In the inpatient setting, if personal protective equipment is limited and the hospital has a large number of patients with COVID-19, in-person neurology consultations can be restricted to those that are urgent or emergent.\(^21\) Telesstroke can be used in the emergency department to avoid unnecessary contacts, and
this can extend to evaluation of nonstroke presentations, such as new-onset seizures, encephalopathy, and MS exacerbations. Hospital-to-hospital transfers should be limited, and, when possible, telemedicine should be provided to institutions lacking a particular service line.

Maintaining flexibility is an essential component of disaster response and willingness to work in potentially unfamiliar environments. Inpatient neurology workforces can be reorganized to protect high-risk team members and to optimize redundancy in coverage.

Furthermore, neurologists trained in neurocritical care can be redeployed to work in standard intensive care units, whereas other neurologists may be repurposed to work in the emergency department and on the hospital wards as hospitalists. Hospitalist and intensivists can provide backup if necessary.

Adapting Outpatient Workflow

Regions affected by COVID-19 or other disasters should prepare for rapid transition to outpatient telegenetics if possible and postponement of elective procedures such as EEGs, EMGs, and MRIs. During the pandemic, a nearly 60% decrease in ambulatory visits occurred, which was accompanied by a rapid increase in telegenetics visits. Telegenetics will require reliance on neurologic exam skills and comfort practicing without access to advanced neurodiagnostics. Low-income populations may not have access to technology needed for telegenetics. Therefore neurologic problems may go unnoticed in socioeconomically disadvantaged populations which could result in patients delaying care and presenting to clinics and hospitals sicker as the pandemic wanes. In addition, patients who could have been managed via telemedicine may put themselves at unnecessary risk by going to the emergency department for routine evaluations. The successful expansion of telegenetics at many facilities nationally during this pandemic should serve as a model for the provision of remote neurologic care in both disaster and nondisaster scenarios in the future.

Conclusions

The COVID-19 pandemic has seen a wide spectrum of cases requiring attention from providers with neurologic training. Therefore, a key practical implication is for neurologists to see their value as frontline responders in future disasters. Actions taken by neurologists during the COVID-19 pandemic are transferrable to actions required during humanitarian assistance and disaster response missions. Key attributes for neurologists working in disaster settings are adaptability and resourcefulness. It currently remains unanswered the degree to which telegenetics in the outpatient setting during the pandemic will predominate. Furthermore, future work is needed to determine the impact of delays of elective neurologic procedures and the prevalence of direct delayed and indirect neurologic cases caused by COVID-19. Appreciation for the value of the neurologist during the COVID-19 pandemic may encourage neurologists to use their training to volunteer in disaster situations in the future and take additional steps to ensure they are prepared to serve. Representative neurology bodies globally have been rapidly disseminating practical guidelines regarding best practices during the pandemic and may consider drawing from principles of disaster neurology to improve preparation for and management of future responses.
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